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Wrath Of The Dragon Czar Aegis Of Merlin Book 5
Whoever Controls the Dragons, Rules the World Yaz loves dragons
Unfortunately, only the greatest warriors in Dragonsipre Village become
dragonriders. A runt like him doesn’t qualify. Since the village won’t give him a
dragon to ride, he’s determined to find an egg to hatch and train the dragon
himself. Yaz and his new friend Brigid set out on a dragon hunt. But the wider
world holds many dangers, sinister secrets, and mysteries best forgotten.
Unknown to Yaz, a dark force is gathering to threaten all he holds dear. Finding a
dragon egg might be the least of his problems. The Complete Omnibus contains
all six books of the Dragonspire Chronicles: The Black Egg. The Mysterious Coin,
and The Dragons’ Graveyard, The Slave War, The Sunken Tower, and The
Dragon Empress.
All peace is fleeting. Six months has passed since the warlock Connor
Blackman’s defeat. Now a new threat has emerged to threaten the kingdom.
While Damien St. Cloud is off exploring a mysterious underground city, his sister
Jennifer is tasked with investigating a horrific murder. What she discovers goes
against everything she knows to be true. A human and an ogre have worked
together to kill people before turning on each other. Can Jen solve the mystery
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and root out the threat approaching the kingdom? And what will Damien find in
the abandoned city? Time is quickly running out. Find out what happens in
Chains of the Fallen Book 1.
Princess Shara of the High Kingdom survived a mad sorcerer and his demonic
master. In the process, she gained a rare and powerful gift, The Divine Key. A
power so dangerous that even the archangels fear what might happen. And fear
can lead even the mightiest of beings to rash decisions. All in the name of the
greater good. Meanwhile, Robert and Blade are enjoying their new life, at least
until Blade gets bored with the gladiators. Seeking ever greater excitement, they
head for the deadly Serpent Island where they’ll have more than snakes to worry
about. Looming over them all is the lingering threat of the elder demon Balthis,
who, despite his recent setback, still has his sights firmly locked on Shara. Under
threat from heaven and hell, can Shara survive long enough to learn the secrets
of her new power? Find out in Book 2 of the Divine Key Trilogy.
Four Nations. One Champion. After a long Autumn, Conryu Koda is ready for a
rest. His hopes are dashed when Chief Kane asks for another favor. Ratings are
down for the Four Nations Tournament and having the world’s only male wizard
participate is just the thing to give them a boost. An exhausted Conryu has no
interest in playing in an event broadcast world wide. Unfortunately for him,
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everyone else thinks it’s a great idea. Before he knows it he’s off to London for
the games. But Conryu isn’t the only one visiting the city. The sinister Lady Tiger
is in town and she’s got her eye on the other half of the broken elf artifact. Throw
the stunning Heather James, scheming Malice Kincade, and an army of fanatics
into the mix and ratings will be the least of Conryu’s worries. Get The Four
Nations Tournament now.
Damien St. Cloud is a failure. Born into a family of warlords and with the most
powerful soul force in history, he's unable to make it work. A disappointment to
his legendary father and a weakling compared to his sister, Damien's life is
miserable. His life changes forever when a visiting sorcerer proclaims Damien
isn't a warlord at all but a sorcerer. Thrust into a world of magic and danger, can
Damien master his power in time to save his family and the kingdom from long
forgotten evil? Darkness Rising is the first in a thrilling fantasy series. Dive into
the adventure for free.
Which would you choose: Life on the run or life as a slave? All Anya Kazakov
wanted for her eighteenth birthday was her favorite dessert and a quiet day with
her mother. What she got was a murdered witch and a ruined life. Now fleeing
with her life and freedom on the line, Anya must escape the overwhelming might
of the Dragon Empire and reach safety in the Kingdom of the Isles. Hunted by a
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weary but determined imperial agent, brutal dragon-blood warriors, and merciless
White Witches, can Anya escape and find freedom or will the Empire grind her
hopes to dust? Buy now to find out.
With her former captor, the shadow sorcerer Daktari, now serving as her mentor,
Princess Shara must learn to control the power of The Divine Key. Concerned
about the princess’s growing power, The Void dispatches its mightiest champion,
the fallen prince, Nord, to capture her. And lurking in the dark between worlds is
the Elder Demon Balthis, just waiting for a chance to join with his master and
destroy the world. Can Shara grasp her power and seal away The Void before
Nord forces her to free Balthis? It’s a race to the finish with the fate of the world
hanging in the balance.
Can a street rat from the slums rise to become a knight? Al Elan wants nothing
more than to take care of his friends. When he discovers that he has a legendary
power, he sees his chance. Leaving everything he knows behind; he takes a
desperate gamble to win the future he desires. Will his gamble pay off or will he
end up losing everything he loves? Read now to find out.
A bodyguard... really? Sentinel city is quickly recovering from the events of the month earlier.
Conryu Koda, the world's only male wizard, and, many would say, savior of the city, is enjoying
the last few days of his summer vacation. His enjoyment comes to a screeching halt when he
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gets a call from Orin Kane, the chief of the city's Department of Magic. Conryu arrives at the
Department and is introduced to the stunning Anya Kazakov. She has information the
Department wants and he's the price. Conryu agrees to protect her, not realizing what he's
getting into. Wrath of the Dragon Czar is a world spanning adventure that'll take Conryu from
the relative safety of the academy to the middle of a war between monsters on the other side
of the planet.
Men can’t be wizards. Everyone knows that. But everyone is wrong. Conryu has his life all
planned out. Then the wizard exam arrives. He passes. The first man ever. His carefully laid
plans die in an instant. His hopes for a simple life gone forever. Some consider him a monster.
Others a threat. Can Conryu survive long enough to make it to wizard school? It’s going to be
a long summer. Get The Impossible Wizard now.
Everyone’s heard stories about ghost ships. But they’re just stories…Right? On the hunt for a
missing friend, Marcus and Solomon find a massive black ship in the unexplored regions. Now
they have to find a way to save their trapped friend and defeat a galaxy threatening danger. It
won’t be easy, but that won’t stop Marcus. He never leaves a friend behind and this time
won’t be any different. Children of the Black Ship is the thrilling fourth novel in the Rogue Star
Sci-Fi series.
Whoever controls the dragons, rules the world. After a long, hard slog, Yaz and his friends
finally begin to make progress on rescuing the kidnapped villagers. Unfortunately, they aren’t
the only ones making progress. The Dark Sages are well along the road to seizing control of all
the dragonspires. Both sides are on a collision course and the conflict will change the world
forever. Volume 2 contains the second three books of the Dragonspire Chronicles: The Slave
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War, The Sunken Tower, and The Dragon Empress.
Damien St. Cloud is a failure. Born into a family of warlords and with the most powerful soul
force in history, he's unable to make it work. A disappointment to his legendary father and a
weakling compared to his sister, Damien's life is miserable. His life changes forever when a
visiting sorcerer proclaims Damien isn't a warlord at all but a sorcerer. Thrust into a world of
magic and danger, can Damien master his power in time to save his family and the kingdom
from long forgotten evil? Jump into the Complete Soul Force Saga now.
Everyone in Yaz’s village has vanished. The only clue, a strange golden coin marked with
mysterious runes. Can Yaz and his friends figure out what the coin means before it’s too late?
And what are the sinister Dark Sages up to in the northwest? It can’t be anything good for our
heroes. It’s a race against time to rescue the missing villagers. These mysteries and more will
be answered the exciting second book of The Dragonspire Chronicles.
Steel City. The slaver capital of Carttoom. Yaz learns from his rescued friend that the villagers
were sold at the Steel City slave market. And if he wants to learn to whom, he’ll need to
infiltrate the headquarters of the notorious Slavers Guild and copy their records. If that wasn’t
hard enough, there are still bounty hunters on the group’s trail. Staying free themselves might
prove an even greater challenge than saving the villagers. While Yaz and his friends struggle
to rescue the captured people of Dragonspire Village, the sinister Dark Sages are still had at
work bring their evil plans to fruition. The adventure continues in The Dragonspire Chronicles
Book 3, The Dragon’s Graveyard.
Whoever Controls the Dragons, Rules the World. Yaz loves dragons Unfortunately, only the
greatest warriors in Dragonsipre Village become dragonriders. A runt like him doesn’t qualify.
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Since the village won’t give him a dragon to ride, he’s determined to find an egg to hatch and
train the dragon himself. Yaz and his new friend Brigid set out on a dragon hunt. But the wider
world holds many dangers, sinister secrets, and mysteries best forgotten. Can Yaz and Brigid
survive long enough to find an egg? Unknown to Yaz, a dark force is gathering to threaten all
he holds dear. Finding a dragon egg might be the least of his problems.

With the Heart of Alchemy in place, The Immortality Engine is complete. Now all
Otto needs is to learn how to use it. The secret to immortality can be found in
only one place, The Sanguine Scroll Written by the first and greatest Arcane
Lord, Amet Sur, the Scroll services as a manual for the Engine among other
things. But Otto isn’t the only one seeking the Scroll. The race is on to see who
will claim its secrets first.
No one ever truly escapes the business. Iaka Kazumi is enjoying her life as a
research scientist, at least until her former Earth Force boss calls. Iaka finds
herself dragged back into the dangerous world of espionage and running for her
life. Marcus Drake and Solomon Keys rush to try and save her before it’s too
late. Hunted by black masked assassins while on the trail of a dangerous technocult, Marcus, Solomon, and Iaka crisscross the galaxy in an attempt to save the
Earth from a dark fate. An old enemy becomes an ally and the final battle will
leave the Earth changed forever.
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Conryu’s life was supposed to be peaceful after the fall of Morgana. Two months
living on the floating island and working on bikes have been among the best of
his life. But that all changes when Jemma St. Simmons, Director of the Ministry of
Magic in London, contacts him looking for help. Conryu is forced once more to
get involved in a dangerous magical situation. Now faced with an enemy that
negates his greatest strength, can Conryu find a way to defeat a long forgotten
foe before it’s too late? Find out now in Atlantis Rising.
A bodyguard… really? Sentinel city is quickly recovering from near destruction.
Conryu Koda, the world’s only male wizard, and, many would say, savior of the
city, is enjoying the last few days of his summer vacation. His enjoyment comes
to a screeching halt when he gets a call from Orin Kane, the chief of the city's
Department of Magic. Conryu arrives at the Department and is introduced to the
stunning Anya Kazakov. She has information the Department wants and he's the
price. Conryu agrees to protect her, not realizing what he’s getting into. Wrath of
the Dragon Czar is a world spanning adventure that’ll take Conryu from the
relative safety of the academy to the middle of a war between monsters on the
other side of the planet. Get it now
Conryu has his life all figured out. At least until the final day of school arrives and
with it the annual wizard’s test. When Conryu passes the test, no one can
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believe it since everyone knows boys can’t do magic. Suddenly thrust into a
world of magic and danger, Conryu must figure out how to use his news powers
and quickly. He soon finds himself n the run from a mad religious cult and hunted
by a group of wizards that view a man wielding magic as the worst abomination
imaginable. When his home city is taken hostage by the sinister Lady Raven,
Conryu is the only one that can save the day. Can Conryu master his magic
before it’s too late? This Volume contains the first four novels of the Aegis of
Merlin Urban Fantasy Series: The Impossible Wizard, The Awakening, The
Chimera Jar, and The Raven’s Shadow.
Whoever Controls the Dragons, Rules the World Yaz loves dragons
Unfortunately, only the greatest warriors in Dragonsipre Village become
dragonriders. A runt like him doesn’t qualify. Since the village won’t give him a
dragon to ride, he’s determined to find an egg to hatch and train the dragon
himself. Yaz and his new friend Brigid set out on a dragon hunt. But the wider
world holds many dangers, sinister secrets, and mysteries best forgotten.
Unknown to Yaz, a dark force is gathering to threaten all he holds dear. Finding a
dragon egg might be the least of his problems. Volume One contains the first
three books of the Dragonspire Chronicles: The Black Egg. The Mysterious Coin,
and The Dragons’ Graveyard.
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Justice or Revenge Which would you choose? When a bandit raid destroys his
home, Gabriel Kane believes his whole family is killed in the fire. Burdened by
guilt, he dedicates his life to bringing those responsible to justice. Xander Kane
has a secret place, a crawlspace under the kitchen perfect for stealing snacks.
When the bandits attack Xander is trapped by the flames. Xander emerges hours
later scarred and near death, his whole world reduced to ashes. Blind with rage,
Xander dedicates his life to killing those responsible. Four years pass before
Xander, now an elite assassin, learns Gabriel survived the attack and is now an
officer of the city watch. Xander returns home for a reunion, but what reaction will
he get from his by the law brother? Will the two brothers be able to set aside their
differences to bring down the evil responsible for their pain?
Otto Shenk is the youngest son of a minor baron and a wizard. Abused by his
family and considered less than human by his kingdom, Otto does his best to
survive. But everything changes when Otto stumbles across a tower hidden deep
in a dark part of the forest near his home. A tower that was once the home of an
Arcane Lord, the immortal wizards that long ago ruled the world. Otto’s life will
be changed forever. And so will the world.
With the Chamber of Eternity secure, Otto must now recover the second piece of the
Immortality Engine. But that task will be far from easy. For the second piece, The Heart
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of Alchemy, lies far to the east in the fabled Celestial Empire. Assassins, undead,
monstrous beast, and demon worshippers all stand between Otto and his prize. And
even more daunting, Valtan, the last living arcane lord, is determined to stop him. The
cost be damned. Can Otto overcome the forces arrayed against him and take the next
step down the road to immortality? Find out in The Heart of Alchemy, the sixth book in
the Portal Wars Saga.
After the failure in Straken, Otto is forced to accept that as long as Garenland’s
enemies can send reinforcements through the portals, the Northern Army has no hope
of taking Marduke. But Otto has a plan. Seize control of the portals and turn the
enemy’s strength against them. To accomplish this seemingly impossible goal,
Garenland’s top spies are dispatched to place magical patches on the portals in every
capital. Behind enemy lines and on their own, it will be a miracle if the spies can
survive, much less complete their missions. Five men will determine Garenland’s
future. Can they complete the mission or with they die trying?
Even a legend can die. The capital lies in ruins and Damien is no closer to finding
Connor Blackman. Now word has come that his invincible father has fallen in battle.
Damien and Jen set aside everything to hunt down the monster responsible. In the
haunted lands Connor is busy building an army of unstoppable soldiers. With Connor
and Damien on a collision course, Jen and a handful of allies struggle to hold the pass
that separates the kingdom form the haunted lands. Sorcerer vs. Warlock. Warlord vs.
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Demon. Will the kingdom survive or will Connor harvest their souls for his infernal
master? Everyone’s fate will be revealed in the thrilling finale of The Disciples of the
Horn One Trilogy.
The road to immortality is a long one. With the empire secure, Otto turns his focus west.
The first piece of The Immortality Engine lies across the ocean in Lord Colt’s
Workshop. Complicating Otto’s mission, Eddred of Markane already in Colt’s Land
trying to persuade them to help him defeat the empire. Can Otto navigate a web of
politics and intrigue unlike anything he’s ever encountered? Or will his mission fail
before he even reaches Colt’s Workshop?
For generations the Dragonriders protected Dragonspire Village Now Yaz has to rescue
them. He only hopes that they know where his father was taken. Meanwhile, the Dark
Sages have finally captured Ariel. With her in their grasp, they set out to seize the final
Dragonspire. Only a mad cult stands between them and fulfilling their mad ambitions.
Can Yaz free the Dragonriders and find his father before it’s too late?
The End is Here. For centuries the governments of the world have kept the half-elf
Morgana locked in a prison where she couldn’t use her magic. Now her fanatical
followers are on the verge of setting her free. Meanwhile, the best hope of defeating her
is trapped in an inter-dimensional library unaware of the chaos engulfing the Alliance.
Can Conryu escape the enchanted library in time to save the world and the people he
cares about? Win or lose, nothing will be the same. Get Death Incarnate now.
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An innocent girl escapes an evil empire. But the danger is only beginning. What seems
like a simple bodyguard job will see Conryu dragged halfway across the world and into
a war between monsters. If that isn’t bad enough, the La Fey Society is mixed up with
the mad emperor. After surviving the war it’s time for some fun and games. At least
until a group of terrorists show up intent on killing all the contestants. Despite Conryu’s
best efforts, The Le Fay Society is on the verge of freeing their leader. If they succeed,
all Hell is going to break loose. The Aegis of Merlin Omnibus Vol. 2 contains four
complete novels: Escape the Dragon Czar, Wrath of the Dragon Czar, The Four
Nations Tournament & Death Incarnate.
After a long and brutal conflict, the war is over. Otto controls all the portals on the
continent and Garenland has made vassals of the other kingdoms. But some people
can’t accept defeat. While Otto hunts King Villares in Rolan, Axel chases Prince Uther
across Straken. With Markane scheming to help their enemies, the future of the New
Garen Empire is far from certain. Even worse, the Wizards Guild is challenging Otto for
leadership of the empire’s wizards and they’ll use any means necessary to win. The
war may be over, but the battles are far from won.
Nothing has gone right for Conryu Koda since learning he’s a wizard. On his first day at The
North American Alliance’s Arcane Academy he’s greeted by protestors and pelted with
tomatoes. It’s all downhill from there. With enemies around every corner, not to mention a
crazy professor, will Conryu even make it to winter break? Conryu’s journey down the
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wizard’s path continues in the thrilling second book of the Aegis of Merlin Urban Fantasy
Series. Get The Awakening now.
All peace is fleeting. Six months has passed since the warlock Connor Blackman’s defeat.
Now a new threat has emerged to threaten the kingdom. While Damien St. Cloud is off
exploring a mysterious underground city, his sister Jennifer is tasked with investigating a
horrific murder. What she discovers goes against everything she knows to be true. A human
and an ogre have worked together to kill people before turning on each other. Can Jen solve
the mystery and root out the threat approaching the kingdom? And what will Damien find in the
abandoned city? Beyond their awareness a new threat is growing. Read Chains of the Fallen
now.
Whoever said homework was the worst part of going to school has never been to the
Academy. Conryu returns to the academy after surviving his first semester by the narrowest of
margins. Little does he know the monstrous threats waiting for him in the second half of the
year. Back in Sentinel City things aren’t progressing any better as the devious Lady Raven
plots the city’s destruction from her hidden lair. The exciting third book in The Aegis of Merlin
Series finds Conryu facing an ever growing list of dangers. Can he conqueror his foes before
time runs out? Get The Chimera Jar now.
Wrath of the Dragon CzarAegis of Merlin
War is Hell, especially when you’re surrounded by enemies. With the king of Garenland dead
and the people eager for revenge, Otto and Wolfric turn their sights north, to Garenland’s
ancient enemy, Straken. The Northern Army marches into enemy territory while back in the
capital Otto rushes to train as many war wizards as he can. Outside forces refuse to leave
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them alone and Otto is forced to deal with an ever-growing array of foes, unreliable allies, and
an enemy that will do anything to see Garenland fall. Can Otto overcome threats both internal
and external to bring the war to a victorious close?
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